In previous work, a (smooth) finite-time distributed control algorithm with time transformation was introduced for firstorder multiagent systems, which guarantees convergence of the single state of agents to a time-varying leader at a-priori given, user-defined time T from any arbitrary initial conditions with bounded local control signals. In this paper, we present an extension of this previous work to second-order multiagent systems. Specifically, utilizing a user-defined finite-time interval of interest t ∈ [0, T ), we time transform this class of multiagent systems subject to the considered (smooth) distributed control algorithm to an infinite-time interval s ∈ [0, ∞) with s being the stretched time. Based on a property of this time transformation, this results in finite-time convergence as the regular time t approaches to T from any arbitrary initial conditions with bounded local control and internal signals. Finally, two numerical examples illustrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Finite-time distributed control algorithms have paramount importance to time-critical applications of multiagent systems such as simultaneous strike and multiagent automation. Yet, a drawback of standard finite-time algorithms is that their conver- * Corresponding author.
gence time depends on the initial conditions of agents; hence, a user cannot assign a desired convergence time with these algorithms. Motivated from this standpoint, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] study control algorithms with fixed-time convergence ability. While these algorithms can upper bound the convergence time independently from the initial conditions, the calculated bounds do not necessarily hold globally and/or can be conservative, or some of these results considering system uncertainties can require a knowledge of uncertainty upper bounds for stability. To address this problem, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] study control algorithms that can guarantee convergence at a user-defined finite-time. However, these algorithms are proposed in the context of either sole systems or first-order multiagent systems, or some of these results considering system uncertainties can require, once again, a knowledge of uncertainty upper bounds for stability. We refer to [16] [17] [18] for more details.
Recently, we introduce (smooth) finite-time distributed control algorithm with time transformation for first-order multiagent systems subject to time-varying graph topologies [16] , timeinvariant graph topologies with dynamic equilibrium points [17] , and time-invariant graph topologies with dynamic equilibrium points and system uncertainties [18] . In particular, closely related prior studies to the results of this paper are documented in [17, 18] , which guarantee convergence of the single state of agents to a time-varying leader at a-priori given, user-defined time T from any arbitrary initial conditions with bounded lo-cal control signals. The former study achieves the convergence without requiring an upper bound on the velocity of this timevarying leader and the latter study achieves the convergence with structured but otherwise completely unknown uncertainties (i.e., without resorting to a knowledge of uncertainty upper bounds). In contrast to the references cited in the first paragraph, [16] [17] [18] utilize a novel time transformation method along with results from infinite horizon stability theory in their respective finitetime convergence analyses (see [16] [17] [18] for details).
Building on our previous studies highlighted above, this paper presents further results for second-order multiagent systems. Specifically, utilizing a user-defined finite-time interval of interest t ∈ [0, T ), we time transform this class of multiagent systems subject to the considered (smooth) distributed control algorithm to an infinite-time interval s ∈ [0, ∞) with s being the stretched time. Based on a property of this time transformation, this results in finite-time convergence as the regular time t approaches to T from any arbitrary initial conditions with bounded local control and internal signals. Finally, two numerical examples illustrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. We note here that [12, [19] [20] [21] consider studies with user-defined finitetime convergence guarantees for systems beyond first-order dynamics. However, the results in [12] can be sensitive to system initial conditions and these results are outside the context of multiagent systems. Moreover, while the results in [19] [20] [21] consider second-order multiagent systems and utilize a time-varying control gain, they neither discuss boundedness of their local control signals nor consider system uncertainties.
The notation used in this paper is fairly standard. Specifically, R denotes the set of real numbers, R n denotes the set of n × 1 real column vectors, R n×m denotes the set of n × m real matrices, R + denotes the set of positive real numbers, R n×n + (resp., R n×n + ) denotes the set of n × n positive-definite (resp., nonnegative-definite) real matrices, Z + (resp., Z + ) denotes the set of positive (resp., nonnegative) integers, 0 n denotes the n × 1 zero vector, 1 n denotes the n × 1 ones vector, 0 n×m denotes the n × m zero matrix, and " " denotes equality by definition. In addition, we write (·) T for the transpose function, (·) −1 for the inverse function, det(·) for the determinant function, and · 2 for the Euclidean norm. Furthermore, we write λ i (A) for the ith eigenvalue of the square matrix A (with eigenvalues ordered from minimum to maximum value), and [A] i j for the (i, j)th entry of the matrix A.
Problem Formulation
In this section, we first present the problem formulation of this paper. Specifically, we focus on the leader-follower problem in a multiagent system with N agents exchanging information based on a connected, undirected graph G (see below for graph-theoretic notions). Note that considering this benchmark problem is without loss of much generality and the proposed distributed control algorithm can be extended to other multiagent control problems. Mathematically speaking, we consider that the agents have second-order dynamics given bẏ
where x i (t) ∈ R and v i (t) ∈ R respectively denote the position and velocity of agent i, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, and u i (t) ∈ R, is the corresponding control signal. Next, we consider a leader with second-order dynamicṡ
where x 0 (t) ∈ R and v 0 (t) ∈ R respectively denote the position and velocity of the leader. In addition, a 0 (t) ∈ R in (4) stands for a time-varying, bounded, and piecewise continuous acceleration signal of the leader (with unknown bound) under the assumption that this signal results in bounded position and velocity of the leader. Our objective here is to design a distributed control algorithm for achieving finite-time convergence with a-priori given, user-defined finite time T ∈ R + ; that is,
We now overview some basic notions from graph theory (see, e.g., [22, 23] for details). In particular, graphs are broadly adopted in the multiagent systems literature for encoding interactions between networked systems. An undirected graph G is defined by a set V G = {1, . . . , N} of nodes and a set E G ⊂ V G × V G of edges. If (i, j) ∈ E G , then nodes i and j are neighbors and the neighboring relation is indicated by i ∼ j. The degree of a node is given by the number of its neighbors. Letting d i denote the degree of node i, then the degree matrix of a graph G,
. . , L, and if every pair of distinct nodes has a path, then the graph G is connected. We write A(G) ∈ R N×N for the adjacency matrix of a graph G defined by [A(G)] i j 1, if (i, j) ∈ E G , and [A(G)] i j 0, otherwise, and B(G) ∈ R N×M for the (node-edge) incidence matrix of a graph G defined by [B(G)] i j 1, if node i is the head of edge j, [B(G)] i j −1, if node i is the tail of edge j, and [B(G)] i j 0, otherwise, where M is the number of edges, i is an index for the node set, and j is an index for the edge set. The
T , and the spectrum of the graph Laplacian of a connected, undirected graph G can be ordered
, with 1 N being the eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue λ 1 (L(G)), and L(G)1 N = 0 N and e L(G) 1 N = 1 N . Throughout this paper, we model a given multiagent system by a connected, undirected graph G (nodes and edges respectively represent agents and inter-agent communication links).
In addition to the above notions from graph theory, the following lemma and remarks are used in this paper.
Lemma 1 ([24, Lemma 3.3]).
. . , N, and assume that at least one element of k is nonzero. Then, F(G) L(G) + K ∈ R N×N + and det(F(G)) = 0 for the Laplacian of a connected, undirected graph.
Remark 1. From Lemma 1, −F(G) is clearly a symmetric and Hurwitz matrix. As a consequence, −F(G) satisfies the Lya-
Remark 2. We use a notion from Section 1.1.1.4 of [25] . Specifically, let ξ (t) denote a solution to the dynamical systeṁ
In addition, let t = θ (s) denote a time transformation, where θ (s) is a strictly increasing and continuously differentiable function, and define χ(s) = ξ (t). Then,
where χ (s) dχ(s)/ds, and θ (s) dθ (s)/ds.
Finite-Time Distributed Control of Second-Order Multiagent Systems with Time Transformation
In this section, we propose a time transformation-based finite-time distributed control algorithm for addressing the leader-follower problem stated in Section 2. To this end, we consider the time transformation function [16, 17] given by
where T ∈ R + is the a-priori given, user-defined finite time (see Figure 1 ). Note that this function converts the infinite-time interval s ∈ [0, ∞) to the finite-time interval of interest t ∈ [0, T ) (vice versa), and it has the derivative with respect to s ∈ [0, ∞)
For addressing (5), we next introduce the distributed control signal of the form given by
where k ε ∈ R + and α ∈ R + are design parameters. Note that in (10), k i = 1 for the subset of the agents having access to the states of the a time-varying leader in (3) and (4), and k i = 0 for other agents. Now, letx i (t) x i (t) − x 0 (t), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, and 
. . , N}, be the position and the velocity error states, respectively. Furthermore, define an auxiliary state of the form
One can now use (11) to write the position error dynamics aṡ
The derivative of the auxiliary state in (11) satisfieṡ
where (10) is used. We now define the augmented position error state, velocity error state, and the auxiliary state respectively asx(t) [x 1 (t),x 2 (t), . . . ,x N (t)] T ∈ R N ,ṽ(t) [ṽ 1 (t),ṽ 2 (t), . . . ,ṽ N (t)] T ∈ R N , and ε(t) [ε 1 (t), ε 2 (t), . . . , ε N (t)] T ∈ R N . One can then write the system dynamics in (12) and (13) in the compact forṁ
Remark 3. Considering the time transformation t = θ (s) and any signal η(t), we write η s (s) to denote the transformed signal in the interval s for notational simplicity in what follows; that is, η s (s) η(θ (s)).
Based on the time transformation function in (8), let ξ (t) ∈ R N , t ∈ [0, T ), be a solution to the dynamical system in (14) and definex s (s) = ξ (t), s ∈ [0, ∞). It follows from Remark 2 that
where the subscript s is used; see Remark 3. As noted in Remark 2, the solution of (14) and (16) are equivalent with different argument domains. Introducing (9) in (16) yields
Similarly, one can use the time transformation function in (8) to convert (15) into the infinite-time interval given by
As a consequence, the solution of the auxiliary state in the infinite-time horizon can be written as
Using (19) in (17) yields
where
For the following result, we also define
Theorem 1. Consider the multiagent system that consists of N agents on a connected, undirected graph G, where the agents have the second-order dynamics given by (1) and (2). Furthermore, assume that there exists at least one agent exchanging information with the leader with bounded position and velocity given by (3) and (4), where this leader is subject to a bounded but otherwise unknown acceleration signal. Based on the distributed control algorithm u i (t), i = 1, . . . , N, for each agent given by (10), let the design parameter α be chosen to make R in (21) positive definite and k ε > 1. Then, the closed-loop system signals including the control and internal signals remain bounded and all agents' positions converge to the position of the leader in the apriori given, user-defined finite time T (i.e., lim t→Tx (t) = 0) for all initial conditions of agents. Next, we discuss robustness of the proposed distributed control algorithm against non-vanishing, time-dependent system uncertainties (i.e., external disturbances). To this end, consider the second-order agent dynamics given bẏ
where ρ i (t) ∈ R represents external disturbances in the dynamics of each agent. For well-posedness of the considered problem, we here assume that ρ i (t) andρ i (t) are bounded but we do not require a knowledge of their upper bounds. One can write the derivative of the auxiliary state in (11) aṡ
where (10) is used. Here, (24) can also be compactly written asε
with ρ(t) [ρ 1 (t), ρ 2 (t), . . . , ρ N (t)] T ∈ R N . Using the time transformation function (8) , one can convert (25) to the infinite-time interval as
We can now augment the system dynamics in (17) and (26) as
Theorem 2. Consider the multiagent system that consists of N agents on a connected, undirected graph G, where the agents have the second-order dynamics as given by (22) and (23) having non-vanishing external disturbances. Furthermore, assume that there exists at least one agent exchanging information with the leader with bounded position and velocity given by (3) and (4), where this leader is subject to a bounded but otherwise unknown acceleration signal. Based on the distributed control algorithm u i (t), i = 1, . . . , N, for each agent given by (10), let the design parameter α be chosen to make R in (21) positive definite and k ε > 1. Then, the closed-loop system signals including the control signals remain bounded and all agents' positions converge to the position of the leader in the a-priori given, user-defined finite time T (i.e., lim t→Tx (t) = 0) for all initial conditions of agents and for all finite ρ i (t), i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
The proof of the above results will be reported elsewhere.
Illustrative Numerical Examples
In this section, we present two numerical examples to demonstrate the utility and efficacy of the proposed distributed control algorithm for achieving user-defined finite-time convergence guarantees.
Example 1. Consider a multiagent systems that consists of N = 8 agents exchanging information based on an undirected, connected line graph G 1 as shown in Figure 2 , where agents 4 and 5 have access to the position and velocity of the leader given byẋ 0 (t) = v 0 (t),v 0 (t) = −2x 0 (t) (i.e., k i = 1 for i ∈ {4, 5} and k i = 0 for the rest of the agents in (10)). We note that the initial positions and velocities of the agents are respectively selected randomly in the intervals [0,2] and [-2,0].
For the proposed distributed control algorithm, we use the time transformation function given in (8) with T = 5 in order to enforce the finite-time convergence value equal to 5 seconds and we set k ε = 10 and α = 20 that results in a positive definite matrix R in (21) . Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of the proposed distributed control algorithm in the absence of external disturbances. As expected from Theorem 1, the position of each agent converges to that of the leader at the chosen user-defined finite time with bounded agent states and control signals.
In order to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed algorithm to external disturbances, we now consider that the nonvanishing external disturbances satisfy ρ i (t) = 0.5 sin(2t), i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. Figures 5 and 6 show the performance of the proposed distributed control algorithm in the presence of external disturbances. As expected from Theorem 2, the position of each agent once again converges to that of the leader at the chosen user-defined finite time with bounded agent states and control signals.
Finally, for illustrating the robustness of the proposed distributed control algorithm to different initial conditions and different non-vanishing external disturbances, consider four additional external disturbance scenarios as In this example, we analyze the proposed control algorithm on a different graph topology by considering a multiagent systems that consists of N = 8 agents exchanging information based on an undirected, connected line graph G 2 as shown in Figure 9 , where agents 4 and 5 have access to the position and velocity of the leader given byẋ 0 (t) = v 0 (t),v 0 (t) = −2x 0 (t) (i.e., k i = 1 for i ∈ {4, 5}, and k i = 0 for the rest of the agents in (10)). Similar to the Example 1, the initial positions and velocities of the agents are respectively selected randomly in (8) with T = 5 in order to enforce the finite-time convergence value equal to 5 seconds and we similarly set k ε = 10 and α = 20 that results in a positive definite matrix R in (21) . Figures 10 and 11 show the performance of the proposed distributed control algorithm in the absence of external disturbances. Once again, as expected from Theorem 1, the position of each agent converges to that of the leader at the chosen user-defined finite time with bounded agent states and control signals.
Similar to the Example 1, in order to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed algorithm to external disturbances, we now consider that the non-vanishing external disturbances satisfy ρ i (t) = 0.5 sin(2t), i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. Figures 12 and 13 show the performance of the proposed distributed control algorithm in the presence of external disturbances. As expected from Theorem 2, the position of each agent once again converges to that of the leader at the chosen user-defined finite time with bounded agent states and control signals. Finally, for illustrating the robustness of the proposed distributed control algorithm to different initial conditions and different non-vanishing external disturbances, we consider four additional external disturbance scenarios as given in (28) and (29) in Example 1. Figures 14 and 15 show that in all of these scenarios the proposed algorithm can preserve the user-defined finite-time convergence, regardless of the initial conditions of the agents and without requiring the knowledge of the upper bounds of the external disturbances.
Conclusion
Further results on finite-time distributed control of multiagent systems with time transformation were reported. In particular, second-order multiagent systems with a (smooth) finite- time distributed control algorithm were considered and it was discussed through time transformation-based methods that the position state of agents converge to the position of a time-varying leader at a-priori-given, user-defined time from any arbitrary initial conditions with bounded local control and internal signals. Two illustrative numerical examples were also presented in order to demonstrate the efficacy of our results. Building on the contribution of this paper, future research can include generalizations to directed graph topologies as well as agents having higher state dynamics.
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